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About This Game

Through faster-than-light technology, nations strive to colonize the universe while fighting for control and freedom throughout
space. Play as mercenary Acero Astra, hired to defend and escort a space convoy from destruction. Pilot the prototype Valkyrie
mecha on land, sea, and air to neutralize opposing forces. You must interact with characters, machines, and the environment to

achieve your objectives and progress throughout the game.

Game Features

Explore a sci-fi setting with a cyberpunk twist.

Battle numerous enemies in kinetic, run-and-gun fashion on foot and in vehicles.

Journey to different locations as you fulfill Space Force missions.

Auto-save system will help record your progress.

Your actions may affect NPC interactions.
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Title: Wormhole City
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Zenrok Studios
Publisher:
Zenrok Studios
Release Date: 31 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 13 GB available space

English
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wormhole city of heroes. wormhole city pc game. wormhole city-plaza. wormhole store bandung city west java. wormhole city
review. wormhole city. ultra wormhole city. wormhole city game. wormhole city trailer. wormhole city steam. wormhole tahoe
city. wormhole city pc review. wormhole city youtube. wormhole city pc. wormhole city pc gameplay. wormhole city gameplay

Really like the art stlye for game,that is the reason i bought the game...trust me, i give alot of patience to this game,but too many
bug to keep stopping me finish the whole game... Especially the air combat mission,i really want to ask the Dev did they even
try this game on different computer? some stage lack on introduction, u dont really know what you looking for until you run
around all dead-end to find the object. Some stage even u interactive the a terminal will cause u cant move the chracter.. and
some cut scene just like show up random because it didnt edited well. The only reason this is getting a neg review is because it
dont work,if i get it work I will be more than happy to change the review.. doesnt work but i dont like give a neg cause its a good
game
ill wait for updates. will break your PC. For an early access game it does have its share of bugs and such but the atmosphere is
just great. I love the setting and the feel of the game. Combat needs work and it definitely needs polishing but it is ea and in
time im sure it will be a big seller.
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Nice Early Access Game & I Like The Art Style... Great game and developer is super nice :). bad game . it's full of bugs and it's
stupid .
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